HEIGHT and WEIGHT - Questions list

**Question 1:** How tall are you without shoes?

Please select (feet, inches): [ ] & [ ]

Gender specific: None
Routing rule: None

**Question 2:** How much do you weigh?

(if you have a scale, go ahead and weigh yourself.)

Please select in Pounds: [ ]

Gender specific: None
Routing rule: None

**Question 3:** Are you currently pregnant?

☐ Yes
☐ No

Gender specific: female
Routing rule: (Yes->4 No->5 )

**Question 4:** If you are pregnant, how much did you weigh before your pregnancy?

Please select in Pounds: [ ]

Gender specific: female
Routing rule: None

**Question 5:** Did you use a scale to get your weight just now?
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☐ Yes  
☐ No

Gender specific: None  
Routing rule: None

---

**Question 6:** How would you rate this survey?

☐ No comment.  
☐ I can imagine it is useful for research.  
☐ It was interesting.  
☐ It could use some work.

Gender specific: None  
Routing rule: ( END )